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TNTRODOCT!ON 

A turbomachine, a turbopump for example, must achieve a qiven pressure 
rise at its design flow rate with the hiqhest possible efficiency. Beyond 
these performance requirements at design p::>int, a good turbopump must have 
also such favorable characteristics as less pertormance deterioration at 
the off-design point, especially at partial flow rate and quiet operation 
with less noise and vibration, etc. These ar~ all performance qualifica
tions at steady operating conditions and most of the R&D activitie9 on 
turbomachinery have been devoted to the improvement of steady performances. 

Turbomachines are also exposed to unsteady operating conditions. The 
moat frequent unsteady operation takes place during the transients such as 
start-up and shut-down or quick closure and opening of valves. They are 
initiated however by an intentional maneuvering and last only for a short 
period. Dynamic performances of turbopwnps during such short transients 
have been studied for various cases from the interest in precise perform
ance prediction fRef. 1-3). 

Other unsteady operati.ons are usually caused by unexpected reasons, 
mostly due to the i nstability of the hydraulic system consisting of piping& 
and turbomachines. A typical example is the surging of a pumping system. 
Once the surQincJ occurs. the flow rate and oxessure rise of the turbooumo 
oscillate quite violently and it results in an emergency shut-down or fail
ure of the system. POGO (self-excited longitudinal oscillation of liquid 
propellant rocket) i.s also caused by the dynamic instability of combined 
st~cture and hydraalic systems. 

For the stability analysis of a pumping system, the dynamic behavior 
of all ayatem elements such as pipinga, valves, pumps, etc. must be known. 
Pumps supply all flow energy to the system and thus play an active and 
determining role for the system dynamics. In spite of this siqni_ficance we 
ficd even in the current syst~ ana~yses ~at the turbopump performance 
during unsteady operation i s si~ply substituted by the steady performance. 
'lbe excuse of vibration speciali.sts for this a priori assumption is always 
the lack of inforwltion on the unsteady per£ormances. we admit that the 
vibration specialists, who conduct such system analyses, are not direotly 
responsible for this situation, because the problem of unsteady performance 
of turbomachinery is quite a specified research theme beyond their exper
tise. This problem is surely worth challenging for fluids specialists. 
'11\e relation between PWilP pertormance and the stability of pumping systems 
was S'UIIInaZ'ized in the 1980 Freeman Scholar Lecture by Greitzer (Ref. 4]. 
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We see here an unbalance of knowledge. A turbomachine, whose flow has 
been fully analyzed and verified to the utmost detai 1 in the R&D process, 
a treated quite simply in the vibration analysis . If once instability 
cx:curs against prediction due to an improper assumption, the who~e turbo
machine with a marvelous performance could become just useless. 

A similar situation can be seen in the analyses of rotordynamic sta
bility of a rotating shaft. The shaft of a turbop~p, for example, con
sists of many elements such as bearings, seals, bushes , impellers, etc., 
which rotate and ~hirl with the shaft together . For the analysis of this 
shaft system, the fluid forces on these elements during vibration must be 
known. Many studies have been carried on the fluid forces of bearings and 
annular seals but little is known about those of impellers . In the current 
practice of rotordynamics, a presumed amount of apparent mass is merely 
added to each impeller . '!'his assumption is also unbelievably simple com
pared to the precise analysis of ~ler flow aimed for the periormance 
improvement. The study of fluid forces on vibrating impellers seems also 
beyond the expertise of vibrati.on specialis-ts. 

Excellent fluid d~c performance of turbomachines can be exploited 
only when they operate vibration-free. Therefore, the tasks to provide 
vibration specialists with the accurate information on the dynamic behavior 
of turbomacbines are as important as the ones to improve their performance 
itself. In the present paper, two examples of such interfaces between 
vibration and fluid mechanics are introduced, one on the unstead,y perform
ance of turbopumps and another on the fluid forces on a whirling' centrifu
gal impeller. 

Fluid phenomena are non-linear in their nature. Pressure losses , 
stagnation pressure, lift and drag, they are all proportional to the square 
of velocity. In the vibration analysis of a complicated system, however, 
the dynamic characteristics of system elements are usually assumed to be 
linea~. It is quite an understandable simplification in practice, when we 
consider the complexity of the calculation needed for the analy11is . In 
many cases inforJ~~ation on unsteady fluid phenomena, which is: perfectly 
correct and consistent from the viewpoint of fluid mechanics, has not been 
used in the relevant vibration analysis, since the result was not presented 
in a directly applicable form. Flu~ds specia1ists sho~ld rearrange their 
la4teriala to such an extent that they can be readily applied in the vibra
tion analysis. A good interface between vibration and fluid mechanics can 
be established, only when we understand well ~at they need. 

DYNAMIC PEIRPORMANCE OF TURBOPUMPS 

Pump Performance for Fluctuating Flow Rate 

Let us consider a very simple pumping system as illustrated in Fie;. 1, 
in which a turbopump feeds 1irater fraD a low pressure to a high pressure 
reservoir. The hydraulic performance of a turbopump at a constant rota
tional speed is expressed usually by a curve lilce the one in Fig. 2, which 
indicates the relation between flow rate and pressure rise (P-Q curve). 
When the system i.s stable, the pump operates at point A on its perf"ormanoe 
curve, whiob is the crossing point of performance and resistance curves. 

When the pumping system becomes unstable for some reason, mostly due 
to the positive slope of P-Q cu.rve at the operating point or to the incep
tion of cavities in the system, the discharge of the pump begins to oscil
late. If the fluctuation is sufficiently slow, the instantaneous pressure 
rise of the pump varies obviously along the steady P-Q curve. As the flue-
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tuation frequency increases, the time lag of the internal flow give.s rise 
to a delay of the pressure rise of the pump, thus resulting in the deviat
ion of dynamic P-Q curve from the one at steady condition. Pig. 3 illus
trates the possible deviation of the dynamic pressure rise from the steady 
one for the same flow fluctuation. The problem of dynamic performance is 
hence to make clear, 1) the critical frequency beyond which the quasi
steady assumption becomes inadequate and 2) the deviation of dynamic 
performance from the quasi-steady one when the frequency limit is surpassed. 

Pressure Rise by Pwnping Action 

In the case of unsteady operation, special attention must be paid to 
the meaning of total pressure rise P of the pump, which is defined usually 
as the increase of the total pressure from suction to delivery generated by 
the pumping action. In the case of steady flow rate, all total pressure 
rise is obviously generated by the pumping action of rotating impellers. 
In the case of unsteady flow rate, however, a part of the total pressure 
difference is caused by the inertia of water contained in the pump impeller 
and casing. This part is called total pressure difference by oond~it 
effect, P , and is calculated by the equation 

c 

P • - p (L /A
0

) (dQ/dt) c eq •••••••••••••••••••• ( 1) 

where A0 is the reference cross sectional area, L the equivalent length 
of the pump. In order to determine equivalent len~, the flow passage of 
the pwnp from suction to delivery port must be transformed at first to a 
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fluctuation at suction induce tbe fluctuation of delivery co~itione i nde
pendently, the both effects can be superimposed (see Fig. 7). The variables 
at suction and delivery are then expressed by the next equation • 

• • • • • • • • • • ( 4) 

where four varLao~es p1 \si , ~1 \si , p 2\s) , Q2 (s) are cne Laplace transformed 
functions of fluctuating variables p (t), . ~n the time domain . Four trans
fer func~ions G

11
(s) , ••• correlate Ebe variables at suction and delivery . 

The set of these four transfer functions i s called transfer matrix of the 
turbopump. 

When we substitutes in the transfer functions by jw (j is imaginary 
unit and w angular speed) , they represent frequency response functions 
which describe the amplitude and phase relation of input and output. 

Although the real flow phenanena in turbopumps are not exactly linear 
as asswned in the above, their dynamic characteristics are express ed usual
ly by Eq . (4) for the convenience of system analyses. 

Dynamic Pe~formance of a Low-Pressure Non- Cavitating Pump 

When a turbopump operates cavitation-free under a sufficient boost 
pressure and the pump casing is stiff enough, the whole flow phenomena can 
be considered as incompressible. In this case the flow rate at suction and 
delivery are always the same and the pressure rise is not affe-cted by the 
level of the inlet pressure. It l eads to the consequence that G

11
=1, G2lse 

and G
22

=1 . The interest in this case is to determine G
12

, Which ~s car ed 
impedance of the pump. 

The pressure difference between delivery and suction is caused partly 
by pumping action and partly by conduit effect as mentioned above. If we 
assume that the dynamic pressure rise and equivalent length of the pump 
remain unchanged independent of fluctuation f requency, the pump impedance 
can be expressed by 

G = - (R + Ls) 
12 p •••• • ••••••••••••••• ( 5) 

wheJ:e R =- -oP/oQ {pump resistance) a nd L = p L /A
0 

(:Lnertance) . The 
interestpof dynamic study consists in the verificaf~on of this simple des
cription. 

Fig . 8 illustrates a test setup, by which dynamic characteristics of a 
turbopump ~as measured for the first time {Ref . 10, 111. A small low-pres
sure centrifugal pump with 50 mm suction diameter was tested for the flow 
fluctuation up to 10% of mean discharge. 
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The resul t is summarized in Fig . 9 , in which the phase lag (in degree) 
and amplitude ratio (in decibel) of measured dynamic resistance to the 
quas i - steady resistance R are plotted against reduced frequency of impel 
l ee blade, ~· This rela~ion indicates also the phase and amplitude r ela
tion of dynamic and steady pressure rise illustrated in Fi g . 3. 

Reduced frequency of impeller is defined by WS = (cos ~~~ ~ )x(f/n) , 
where ~ and NR a r e stagger angl e and number of 1mpeller bfades , ~ flow 
coefficient , f f l uctuation frequency and n rotational speed. Though the 
definition is complicated, its physical meaning is exactly t he same as that 
of an isolated airfoil . Data at three different rotational speeds and two 
flow coefficients (design and half- design flow) a r e plotted together . 
Thin solid lines i n the figur e indicate an analytical result derived from 
the unsteady potential flow a r ound th.e cascade . Pressure r ise response de
pends, of course , on the geometries of both impeller and guide vanes (rotor 
and sta tor) • 

From the above result, the following can be i nterpreted : 
1 ) The c r itical condition, beyond which quasi-steady assumption begins to 
fai l, is expr essed by wR = 0 . 1. Cr itical fluctuation frequency fer can 
be calculated therefore by 

fer - 0 . 1 x (NR ~/cos AR) n ••••••••••••••••• • •• ( 6) 

For a typical centrifugal impelter with N = 8 , ~ = 0 . 1 and ~ - 25° , 
cri t ical f r equency is about f = 0 . 1 n , a~d this can be used as a r ul e of 
thumb for common turbopumps . er 
2) When frequency exceeds critical value, phase lag increases and ampli
tude ratio of pressure rise decreases as seen in the figur e . Though the 
measured dynamic r esponse of Fig . 9 cannot be expressed by a simple trans
fe r function in an e xact sense, the r esponse can be approximated by the 
first order lag with a time constant of T = l/2nf • Therefor e the pump 
impedance is better g iven by er 

••••••••• • ••••••• • •• ( 7) 
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3) The above result applies only to the case of small fluctuation without. 
cavity formation. lf once cavitation occurs under severe pressure fluctua
tion, the linear relation between flow and pressure fluctuation deterio
rates badly and fractional harmonica such as f/2, f/3 appears in the pres
sure fluctuation. 

Dynamic Performance of a High-Pressure Non-cavitating MUltistage Pump 

Moat of the instability of pumping systems a r e caused by operat~ng 

pumps at partial flow, where the slope of P-Q curve is positive. In any 
system instability accaapanied by a severe oscillation of flow and pres
sure, there must be a definite source or mechanism, which supplies the ex
citat-ion energy continuously to the fluid. The positive slope of P-Q curve 
is most understandable and popular mechanism of such an energy supply. 

In some cases, especially in high pressure hydraulic system vitb high
speed tuorbopumps, systeso instability occurs even when the pump operates at 
negative slope region and cavitation-free. During the search for the exci
tation source of such instability, there aroso a suspicion whether the 
negative slope of the characteristics could be maintained also for unsteady 
operations. The dynamic performance test introduced in this section was 
conducted to answer the above question (Ref. 12, 13]. 

As e~~cted from Eq.(6) the critical frequency of a high-speed turbo
pump is correspondingly higher. It means that the the pump must be tested 
up to higher frequency range. At high frequency or when the wave length 
A•a/f (a•acoustic velocity ) becomes comparable ~o the equivalent length of 
the pump, the compressibility of tne liquid is no more negligible, even 
though there is no cavity ,t all. In this study, therefore, all four ele
ments of the transfer mat 'ix, G11 to G22 , are to be determined by the ex
periment.. 

The specification of ~totype pump, 10 stago centrifugal volute pump, 
is listed in Table 1. The test was conducted for the first throe stages by 
the test rig illustrated i ~ Pig. 10. The fluctuation of flow rate is gena
rated by an exciter pisto ~ attached to the suction line. The fluctuation 
frequency is adjusted betw ten 2 and 20 Rz and the fluctuations of pressure 
and flow rate at suction 1nd delivery are recorded at each frequency for 
two different piping condi .ions. For a pump of very small compressibility, 
as it ia the case of the ~esent one, G

11 
and G22 are very close to unity 

and the attention is mainl • paid to the cl:iaracter of G12 and G21 .. 

Pig. 10 Teat system for high-pressure pump 
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Fig. 11 Quasi-steady characteristics 

Fig. 11 shows the steady state characteristics of the test pW~Jp. It 
is clear that the slope of the P-Q curve is negative over the entire flow 
ranqe and no instability could be induced as far as steady characteristics 
are concerned. In Fig. 12 (a) the measured resistance, i .e. the re.al part 
of G12, is plotted against frequency for various mean flow rate, while (b) 
for various rotational speed. 

A peculiar result is observed from the figures that a negative resis
tance, equivalent to the positive slope of P'-Q curve, appears at low fre
quency range of 2 to 6 Hz, vhen the pump operates at partial flow rate le•~ 
than 20 ' of design flow and this featu~e becomes stronger as rotational 
speed increases. If the piping system has a resonant frequency in this 
frequency range, a system instability can be i ncurred, unless there is a 
sufficient damping in the system to suppress the excitation caused by the 
dynamic pump characteristics. The flow mechanism of ~hy pump resistance 
turns to neqative at certain unsteady conditions has not been clarified at 
all and re~ins an interesting question of unsteady characteristics. 
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Fig. 13 Pump ioertanoe Fig. 14 Pump compliance 

Fig. 13 shows the inertance , imaginary part _of G12, of the test pump. 
From the slope of this inertance curve, the eqw.valent length of the pump 
can be estimated. In P'ig. 14 th~ compliance, imaginary part of G2t_ . is 
plotted for frequency . This compl1ance oo3responds to the bulk elas c1.ty 
of about 170 litre of water or to 2.2 cm of air cavity. Elasticity of 
the pump casing, elasticity of ~ter contained in th.e cas.i.ng, tiny cavities 
trapped in bush~gs, geals and balancing device add up to a resultant com-
pliance of the pump. 

As seen from the above eKample, dynamic characteristics of turbopumps 
bave a significant meaning fo~ the system stability. Extensive studies are 
further expected for a better understanding of unsteady characteristics . 
The dynamic characteristics of cavitattng pumps and inducers are also very 
important and interesting field of study, though they are not introduced in 
detail in the present paper (see Ref. 4). 

FL010 PORC£ ON WdiRLING :tMPELLER 

Fluid Forces and Rotordynamics 

Besides the instability of hydraulic systems, vibration of rotating 
shaft is another cause of major trouble which high-speed, high-performance 
tur.bomachines encounter during the R&D period and also at the plant site. 
Por high-speed mul tistage centri.fug&l pumps and compressors, whose rotors 
are usually less rigid than in other machines, the prediction of rotor
dynamic stability has a special importance. 

For the rotordynamic stability analysis of a turbopump, for example, 
it is necessary to estimate the fluid dynamic forces ac.ting on each element 
of the rotor such as journal bearing. wear ring, throttle bushing, balance 
piston and centrifugal impeller. Many studies have been done for fluid 
forces on bearings and annular seals (Ref . 14-16] but few for forces on 
impellers , even though they are the principal components of the rotor. 

The fluid forces of the interest in the rotordynamic analyses are not 
the steady forces such as radial and ax.ial thrust, but the unsteady forces 
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which are induced directly by the oscillatory motion of the impeller. When 
a rotating shaft with a centrifugal impeller whirls as shown in Fig. 15, 
the impeller motion is the resultant of the whirl of the shaft center and 
the rotation of the shaft itself. The unsteady flow induced by this whirl 
motion applies a certain fluid force to the impeller . Since only forces 
normal to the shaft center give influence on the shaft vibration in a bend
ing mode, our interests are also restricted to the normal component called 
lateral force. 

In the current practice of rotordynamic analyses, a certain amount of 
fluid, usually the volume displaced by the impeller, is added to the impel
ler as apparent mass, so that only an assumed inertial centrifugal fotce is 
taken into consideration. 

The bending mode vibration of a rotating shaft typically appears as a 
whirling motion with an elliptical orbit . If we consider the simple case 
of a circular orbit, the plane motion of the impeller is illustrated in 
Fig. 16. The impeller rotates counterclockwise with angular speed w around 
its center O, which revolves with angular speed 0 around its absolute cen
ter 0' along a circular orbit with eccentricity£. Positive whirl occurs, 
when the shaft whirls in the same direction as its rotation, and negative 
whirl in the opposite direction. 

The lateral fluid force on the impeller, P, is the one which is caused 
exclusively by the whirling motion. Therefore, any steady fluid forces, 
which may be caused either by azimuthally asymmetric configuration of sur
rounding casing or by misalignment of impeller center, are subtracted from 
the present consideration. The unsteady lateral force is further divided 
into radial and tangential components, F and Fe , relative to the orbit as 
shown in Fig. 16. r 

Tbe radial force component F applies a bending moment to the shaft 
and influences the natural frequen~y. The tangential force Fe acts paral
lel to the motion of the shaft and thus transfers kinetic energy to the 
whirling rotor. In positive whirl , a positive Fe (working opposite to the 
whirl motion) dissipates kinetic energy and exerts a stabilizing or damping 
effect, while a negative P8 exerts a destabilizing or excitatory effect. 
In negative whirl these effects are reversed. When the tangential force 
becomes excitatory and feeds more kinetic energy to the whirling shaft than 
it damps out, a severe impeller-induced self-excitation or an impeller whip 
may occur. Prom the viewpoint of rotordynamic instability, tangential com
ponent has the primary significance. 

In the absence of external forces, the whirl frequency is equal to the 
natural frequency of bending or critical speed of the shaft. Therefore, 
the case of whirl speed ratio jO/wj>l corresponds to a subcritical , while 
jn;wl<l to a supercritical rotational condition. When the shaft experi-
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forced excitation due to an external force like a seismic load, the 
frequency coincides with that of the external force. The whirl speed 
0/w, which sbould be covered in the study, must be determined from 

the above consideration. 

Pluid Porce caused by Whirling Motion 

1n this section, the questions of why whirling fluid forces occur and 
how they are affected by whirl speed are answered by using a very simple 
model. Let us consider an impeller illustrated in Fig. 17 (a). It has 
only two small blades, A and B, and their fluid dynamic characters are 
approximated by those of an isolated airfoil. The figure shows the 1~1-
ler geometry at the moment when absolute center o•, impeller center 0 and 
two blades are aligned on a straight line, that is, x-axia in this case. 
This condition is not a singular one. For an impellez with a large number 
of blades, there are always a couple of blades, which are at the same dis
position as that of the figure. The two blades considered in the model 
symbolize the ones which happen to be in such situation. 

When there is no whirl, the lift on a blade, L0 , is proportional ~o 

the square of peripheral speed u • RW, where R is the radius of blade cen
ter, and its direction is normal to the relative inlet flow W as seen in 
the figure. If once whirl occurs, the impeller center 0 c i rcles along the 
orbit with velocity &0. At the location shown in the figure the whole 
impeller IQOYes upward with the same velooity, so t.hat the absolute periphe
ral speed of blade A increases from u to u+£0, while that of B decreases 
from u to u-£0. Consequently the lift of blade A and B vary by tAL, where 
6L is estimated by StQall perturbation principle as tu. • 2L00l!u. 

The imbalance of lifts on blade A and B results in an ~mpeller force 
FL shown in Pi9. 17 (b), which is proportional to whirl velocity €0 • A 
bOdy in an accelerative motion receives an inertial reaot1on from the sur
rounding fluid equivalent to apparent mass times acceleration. Let M be 
the 2pparent mass of inweller blades, the inertial force by whirl moti~n is 
M £0 to the direction normal to the orbit. This inertial force is indi
~ted by ? M.. in the figure. The total fluid force P caused by the whirl 
motion is therefore the resultant of two force vectors, FM.. and F L. The 
radial and tangential components of force P is then written-oy 

F • M £02 - k £0, r a r •••••••••••••••••••• (8) 

where kr and ke are proportional constants. 

0 

\ 

·-•R "'----V' 
(b) Force 

{a) Geometry 

Pi9. 17 Simple mode~ of impeller force 
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The above analysis, though it is quite simple and qualitative, sug
gests the mechanism of whirling fluid force and also its relation to the 
whirl speed. As seen from Pig. 17 (a) , the absolute center o•, which re
presents the center of suction pipe and thus the location of source Q, 
changes its relative position to impeller blades during whirl. This in
duces a source-oriented perturbation on blades and results in a correspond
ing unsteady fluid force. This effect has, however, only a secondary sig
nificance as compared to the primary effect due to whirl speed-oriented 
perturbation. 

Fluid Force on Whirling Centrifugal Impeller 

Analytical and experimental studies have been conducted for centrifu
gal impellers of various configurations [Ref. 17-20). !n these experiments 
impellers are forced into whirl motion and the induced fluid forces are 
measured by load cells. Fig. 18 illustrates the layout of test facility 
used in the author's laboratory. It is virtually a single-stage vertical
shaft, centrifugal pump and the test impeller is forced to a circular orbi
tal motion by the apparatus shown in Pig. 19 [Ref. 21). Fluid forces can 
be separated from the measured total forces by subtracting inertial forces 
of the whirling impeller, which can be determined by whirl test in the air . 

Fluid forces, radial as well as tangential, vary on the orbit due to 
an asymmetric discharge condition or to the impeller/guide vane interac
tion. Since the motion of a whirling rotor is governed by the impulse of 
the fluid force over an orbit, the force components, F and F9, are here
after averaged ovar one cycle of whirl , and are denoEed by ' and Pe• 
These f orces are further normalized using the following definiti5ns: 

- 2 f :ap /MEw, 
r r M = p1lrl 

2 

•••••••••••••••••••• ( 9) 

where M denotes the reference mass and r 2=outer radius, b=exit width of the 
i~ller . 

Fig. 20 (a) and {b) show typical results obtained for a model impeller 
of boiler feed pump with vaned diffuser. The normalized radial and tangen
tial forces are plotted against whirl speed ratio at design flow rate in 

Motor tor . 
eccentric dnve 

Motor for 
main shaft drive 

Aexible 
coupling 

Load cell 

Fig. 18 Test setup 

ctttr ''' ''· sl•••• 

Fig. 19 Apparatus for forced whirl 
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(a) and at shut- off in (b). The fundamental tendency of the fluid forces 
agrees with the one predicted by a very simple model (cf . Eq. {S)) . As 
seen from the comparison of these two figures, the behavior of whirling 
fluid forces becomes somevhat irreqular at very low flow rate, where large 
separation develops in the tmpeller and di ffuser . 

Conversion to Force Matrices 

For the vtbration analysis of a rotor with centrifugal impellers, 
fluid foroes must be formulated for an arbitrarily given motion of the 
shaft center. Although the experiment was conducted for a circular orbital 
motion, the results oan be generalized to an arbitrary shaft motion, if the 
forces are assumed to be proportional to the displacement, velocity and 
accel eration of the shaft center. Using abso1ute coordinate system with 
ita orl.gUl at the whirl oenter o• (cf. P'iq. 16), x- and y-components of 
fluid forces , P and P , on iD\Peller at O(x, y) are expressed by the follov
ing relation wifh thre~ linear terms: 

mass damping stiffness 
m 

X'X 

In yx ::n:J r:: ::][:J (

k k ] [X 1 k: k: y J 
•• • • • (10} 

where x= £ cos 61, y• £sin 6 and el =nt. 
The assumption that fhe flu~d forces are uniform and identical at 

every loca.tion on the orbit leads to the relations 

•••••••• • • (11) 

The six constants in the above equations are rel ated to twelve u.nkn~ 
elements in three force matrices of Eq. (10) by 
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Fig. 20 Normalized fluid forces on whirling impeller 
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m •m 
bxx = byy 
kxx = kyy 

XX yy 

= F r2' 
- :~1' - ro ' 

m -
bxy -
kxy -xy 

- m = ~er byx 
••••• •••• 0 ( 12) - = 

- kyx = - Frl 
yx eo 

All measured data over the entire whirl speed range are fitted to Eq . 
{12) and the six constants, F 0 , F 1 ••• , are determined by the method of 
least squares. The thin linis inrFig. 20 (a) and (b) indicate how the 
curves of Eq . (ll) with the good fit of the constants can reproduce the real 
phenomena . As seen from these figures , the character of whirling fluid 
forces can be properly represented by the assumed linear relation at least 
for these cases . The matrix elements derived by the above procedure are 
listed in Table 2 . 

If once a linear relation is assumed, the measured results can be 
converted to a formulation , which is directly applicable to the rotordynam
ic analysis . However, it should not be forgotten that the peculiar behav
iors of fluid forces observed at partial flow rate are all buried away at 
the price of the convenience. 

Table 2 Matrix elements 

aatrtll u ... nt •••••y~ •.,. ·ay• bxx'ayy bxy• ·byx t···~u- ~~..y• ·kv• 
noruUnct tJy o•t2

1b o•r11t~u :t• =-,~2 
. , •• 1. , . • ). ,. .o.u \ . 91 -l.U - 1.12 -0.0~ 

l . O ).6] -o.oa 1.64 .... , _, .n -0.\0 

0.6 ),f\ o.n o.n -s . ' ' ·\ .H o .•• 
0 .2 l.U ' ·~· l,7) -s.eo -1.0\ O.f7 
o.o ).54 O.el 1 .a6 -s.n •2.lt O.lO 

CONCLUSIONS 

Unsteady performance of turbomachines has the closest interface with 
the stability of hydraulic and mechanical system t o which they belong . 
First, the dynamic characteristics of t urbopumps are introduced and their 
relation to the dynamics of hydraulic system is discussed . 

Then the importance of fluid forces on whirling impeller to the dynam
ics of rotating shaft is explained and the typical results are introduced. 
Through these two topics, the procedure s are demonstrated, by which fluid 
dynamic results are converted to a formulation readily applicable to the 
stability analyses. 
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